Programming the telePendant for use with a 10KM16/24 Receiver.

Your system comes preprogrammed and programming should be unnecessary. However, if you do wish to program the unit the following steps are needed.

Step 1. Familiarize your self with the use of the PDA in programming the telePendant transmitter by reading the programming section of the telePendant manual.

Step 2. using the PDA select “Tx Type” “3 SPD 10K Pendant”.

Step 3. Select the appropriate Bank.

Step 4. Input Frequency code. (Usually found marked inside the receiver door).

Step 5. Input Receiver Access Code. (Usually found marked inside the receiver door).

Step 6. Tap the arrow and select “Motor 3” for the 10KM16 or “Motor 5” for the 10KM24.

Step 7. Tap “Save” and load program into the telePendant.
See page C-6 in the Series 10KM12/24 Manual.
10K24M - 3-SPEED, 5 MOTOR STANDARD CONFIGURATION